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ABSTRACT

Wearable toolkits simplify the integration of micro-electronics
into fabric. They require basic knowledge about electronics
for part interconnections. This technical aspect might be perceived as a barrier. We propose YAWN, a bus-based, modular
wearable toolkit that simplifies the interconnection by relying
on a pre-fabricated three-wire fabric band. This allows quick
reconfiguration, ensures washability, and reduces the number
of connection problems.
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INTRODUCTION

Toolkits like Arduino, mbed, etc. try to lower the level of
knowledge required to program a microcontroller. The same
applies to wearable toolkits, like the LilyPad [3], which also
removes the overly technical look by moving away from the
breadboard to interactive fabrics and fashion. These factors
contribute to the success of the LilyPad platform and the ones
it inspired, such as the Adafruit Flora [1] and the Arduino
Gemma[2]. One aspect the existing wearable platforms did
not abstract is the logic behind the wiring. To address this
issue we propose YAWN, a bus-based, modular wearable microcontroller toolkit that uses the same clip-based connector
for all its components. The bus consists of three fabric lines,
providing both power supply and communication. We created
a total of 45 modules for a variety of applications, reaching
from a simple LED to a GPS receiver with a form factor of
13×20mm for small modules and 21×20mm for bigger ones.
RELATED WORK

The original LilyPad [3] got rid of the rigid PCB used in
Microcontroller toolkits like Arduino and uses electronic components on a textile circuit board, which could be then sewn
through onto larger textile circuits. The more common LilyPad
Arduino [4], Adafruit Flora and Arduino Gemma use a rigid
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Figure 1. Basic circuit with one button and an LED made with a) YAWN,
b) LilyPad, c) Soldered components d) Breadboard.

PCB with holes that are used as connectors. The connection
to the textile is made by wrapping conductive yarn around the
conductive pads around the holes and stitching it to the textile.
Fabrickit [5] uses snap buttons for electrical connections, for
which the button has to be either soldered or sewn onto the
textile. Similarly, iCatch[10] uses snap buttons to connect
PCBs with a textile bus system, using I2 C to communicate
between the modules. Scheulen et al. [11] propose a connection between textiles with magnets attached to the textile using
conductive glue. MakerShoes [8] proposes a system of hexagonal modules which are attached with magnets and powered
from the bottom, while contact areas on the side are used for
communication between neighboring modules. A simplified
wiring is later used in ReWear[7]. All Shiny Lights [6] finally
uses a combination of clip-on electronic and gluing for the
connection between textile and rigid PCB [9]. The user still
needs to understand what connections need to be made. Our
system addresses this problem with a modular approach and a
bus-based connection of the modules.
SYSTEM OVERVIEW

YAWN uses a 3D-printed clip mechanism, which presses a
PCB on a three-wire bus-system. On each PCB, a dedicated
MSP430G2553 micro controller is used for a unified communication over the bus system, independent of the special I/O
components on the PCB.
The bus can be made of a flexible PCB, or be embroidered
or woven into textile using conductive thread. The parallel
connection enables the user to add or remove modules without
changing the underlying bus system and prevents the system
from a complete failure if one of the modules looses its connection. Based on these considerations, we decided to use the
standard serial connection, but reducing it to one wire by using
a combined RX/TX line. The microcontroller on each module
is listening for signals on the DATA line with its hardware
serial read pin, and switches to a software serial write on this

known in the Arduino world on small modules. The proposed
clipper mechanism works reliably for daily use, while the communication interface is kept as simple as possible. Integration
of the bus system into clothing is simple (integrating one textile band), while the parallel bus structure allows modifications
by adding, removing, and replacing components.
Figure 2. The modules of the toolkit so far. From left to right - Top
row: Connector, Voltage regulator, I/O with Pull-up, I/O with switch,
Amplifier, LED Matrix, LED Bar, LED Circle, RGB LED, OLED,
Speaker, Vibration. Second row: Air Flow, Pressure, Humidity, Temperature, GPS, Acceleration+Compass, Acceleration+Compass+Gyro, Microphone, RTC, Prototyping, SD, Field sensor. Third row: Dual Daylight, Brightness, RGB Sensor, Distance, Gesture, Touch pad, Button,
Joystick, Encoder, BLE, IR-Transceiver, IR-Remote. Bottom (Deprecated): Ultrasonic distance, Gas, LCD, RFM70, Radio, Acceleration,
Micro vibration sensor, DC driver, Stepper driver.

pin if the controller needs to respond. The user just needs to
program a master module, which could theoretically also be
independent of the toolkit itself and just connected to the bus
system, as long as the correct baud rate (9600 baud) and voltage level (3.3V) is used. Communication with the modules is
done using commands similar to the Arduino commands, e.g.,
moduleRead(accelerometer, 1, x) or moduleWrite(bargraph, 7,
5, HIGH), with parameters identifying type, ID, and function
as well as values to be set.
The bottom layer of the PCB connects to the textile, while microcontroller and I/O circuit are placed on top. The one-sided
SMD mounting is suitable for automatic assembly, but can
also be produced in a Fab Lab or at home. For stronger adhesion the 3D-printed clip has three elevated pads for pressing
the corresponding wires against the contact areas on the PCB.
We developed a number of modules based upon daily use and
common modules which exist for the Arduino. We reached a
13×20mm footprint for most modules, and use a 21×20mm
board for those that require more/larger components or more
complex circuits. Bigger ones like RFID sensors or solar cells
can be connected to the bus structure using an I/O module. A
complete overview of the modules can be found in Figure 2.
YAWN IN USE

To evaluate the benefits of this toolkits we compared the setup
of a basic circuit with one RGB-LED and a button made with
YAWN, LilyPad, a wired and soldered setup, and a breadboard
version (Fig. 1). Programming effort is similar with each
system. With just having to clip the modules on the 3-wired
textile band, a setup with YAWN is even faster than making a
setup with a normal breadboard and additionally, the bus system reduces possible wiring errors While the LilyPad system
stimulates an artistic integration through embroidery, YAWN
is intended to be hidden under a textile surface. Furthermore,
the clip system allows easy modification and reuse as well as
removing the electronics before washing. The clip prevents
relative movement between the PCB and the textile band.
SUMMARY

In this paper we described the hardware system of YAWN, a
wearable toolkit for effortless prototyping. We showed that
we can integrate many of the common sensors and actuators
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